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Chapter 1

Pattern Recognition

In this chapter we will briefly introduce the basic ideas and the models used in pattern recognition. We exclude biological aspects and treat only the mathematical and technical aspects of perception. This is done in a very informal way, since it is not within the scope of this book to present a rigorous discussion of pattern recognition theory. We put our main emphasis on explaining image and speech processing concepts. The research problems treated are motivated by practical examples. After a brief introduction to the applications of pattern recognition, a sketched mathematical description of patterns, problem domain, and environment is given. Due to the fact that modern computer systems need digital data, we will also discuss the central problem of how continuous, observable signals can be transformed into digital signals. More technical description can be found in the literature (e.g., in [Bis95, Nie83, Rip96]).

1.1 Images and Sound

The basic input data to any pattern recognition system is recorded in the form of digitized signals. These digitized signals are then processed by the system. Images as well as speech are typical examples of input data and represent the most important areas in the research and application of pattern recognition.

Digital images and speech signals are very common in today’s computer and audio-visual equipment. Digital high-definition video is becoming a huge market. Almost all personal computers have video and audio capabilities and publishing programs now enable the mixing of digital images with text, thereby creating new, so called, hypertext documents. PC users are familiar with the JPEG and MPEG standards, which are often used for image transmission. Image data formats (like TIFF e.g., [Poy92]) are compatible across hardware borders. Special hardware for video conferences using personal computers and standard computer communication networks are also now available. Several types of media are commonly used in conjunction with each other: text, speech, pictures, movies, etc. The combination of these many media sources and their uses is called multimedia.

1 see the reference website for MPEG http://www.bok.net/~tristan/MPEG/ for further information
Digital signals can be synthesized by a computer based upon a description given to it; sound can be generated by a synthesizer or a voice generator and images can be created by computer graphics. Natural signals are recorded by special devices; sound, for instance, is recorded by microphones and images are captured by cameras. The quality of sensor data is dependent on the sensor used.

The treatment of sensor data is called signal processing. If a computer tries to “understand” what a natural signal “means”, then we call this process pattern recognition and analysis. The terms “image processing” and “speech processing” are used as general terms for signal processing as well as the analysis of images and speech. The relation between graphics and image analysis is shown in Figure 1.1. In this book, we cover image and speech processing and the recognition of visual and audio signals: this is different from algorithms that treat visualization or sound generation.

1.2 Applications of Pattern Recognition

Applications of pattern recognition can be found in several areas. For instance, industry, medicine, and the military make extensive use of pattern recognition techniques. Image processing of satellite images [Jäh93], automatic and computer-aided medical diagnosis based on X-ray or MR-images [Udu91, Weil95], robot control using visual information [Rim91], and autonomous vehicles [Tal93] serve as common examples. Other applications are automatic postal address reading systems [Sch78] or the development of an electronic appointment diary [Bub96], where the interface is a system for handwritten character recognition. Bar code readers are commonly used in banks and shopping centers.

Acoustic communications with computers, dialogue systems, and speaker recognition are potential applications of speech processing. Already car telephones are available with which you can dial using just your voice.

Other applications may be found, for example, in seismic processing where the input signal comes from a seismic sensor. Other signals are processed in medicine such as sounds of the heart or signals from the brain (which have more similarity to speech processing than to image processing).
• if necessary, { } pairs are used to indicate what is to be repeated, or where the alternatives refer to
• a + indicates at least one repetition,
• terminal strings (i.e. those strings which will literally appear in the source code) are typed in teletype and are underlined.

An example including several of these features is shown in the syntax of floating point numbers. Verbally, it reads as “an integer number is a sequence of at least one digit, a real number can have either a sequence of digits before an optional dot followed by the fraction which may be omitted, or the integer part may be omitted, in which case the fraction must be present.”

Syntax:

digit := 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
int_number := digit+
real_number := {int_number+ int_number*} | {int_number* [.] int_number+}
signed_real_number := [{+-} int_number*]

When an intuitive description is simpler than a formal definition, we either mix the style or use a verbal description only. The following is an example of a syntax definition for comments in C++.

Syntax: comment := // any text until end of line

The syntax description do often not cover all variants but serve as a guideline for the most common cases. A complete formal definition of the C++ language can be found in the appendix of [Str97].

2.2 Principle of C++ Compilation

The source code of C++ programs and, similarly, of C programs is translated by a compiler. By convention, C source files have the extension .c and the C++ files end in .C. Initially, sources are pre-processed by a program called cpp. In this step all lines beginning with the symbol # are evaluated. Except for comments, no information other than pre-processor directives may be present on these lines.

First, we consider the lines starting with #include followed by a filename in angle brackets as <system-file> or in quotes as in "personal-file". In both cases, a temporary file is generated by the compiler, where the corresponding system and personal files are explicitly inserted (gray box in Figure 2.1). By convention, included files usually have the extension

2 Operating systems which do not distinguish upper and lower case letters in file names use .cxx and .cpp to denote C++ programs.
3 Some non-Unix systems may call it differently or work without it. The principle of compilation is, however, the same. Usually, C code is pre-processed by a program called cpp; C++ compilers use the pre-processor as well.
4 Some systems also allow compiler directives such as hints for optimization or parallel implementation here.
.h”; they are called header-files. The path entries of the compiler are searched for the files included by \#include <file>. When \#include "file" is used, the compiler searches for the file in the current directory first, before looking at the default compiler path.

Most of the files searched for by <file.h> are part of the environment for the compiler or operating system. They may be found at a common place for all users of the system. Private files "file.h" will often be used by only one user.

The temporary file produced is then compiled successively by one or more programs contained in the compiler. Usually, two compiler passes produce an object module, which has the extension .o or .obj. Executables are then created by a linker which resolves external symbols from the system libraries and adds the interface to the operating system. Alternatively, the object module may be added to create or modify a library (usually with extension .a or .lib).

Figure 2.1 shows the data flow of the compile process annotated by the required programs.

2.3 Function Calls and Arguments

We now present a brief introduction to C and C++ functions and their arguments. In doing so, we concern ourselves solely with how to deal with constant arguments and function call syntax; the remaining details about functions are given later (Sect 2.8). Here is a very simple example of a program (see Listing 1). It consists of a main function (always called main) and a pre-processor directive (#include). The code is syntactically correct both in C and C++.

\[5\] If dynamic linkage is used (so called “shared libraries”), the resolution of external symbols from the libraries happens at program runtime or when starting the program. Building such libraries requires special treatment which is described in compiler manuals.

\[6\] The examples for programs are numbered consecutively. An index can be found on the page.
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